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Interview with Walter McDonald
August 1997
by Fred Alsberg
Walter McDonald is currently the Paul Whitfield Horn Professor of English at Texas Tech University in Lubbock, Texas, where he also 
serves as poet in residence and director of creative writing. A U.S. Air Force pilot, he previously taught at the Air Force Academy 
and served in Vietnam. McDonald has been the recipient of three National Cowboy Hall of Fame Western Heritage Awards, two 
National Endowment for the Arts Creative Writing Fellowships, and four Texas Institute of Letters Awards. He is widely published 
(see contributor’s notes) and has read his work at museums such as the Carnegie Mellon in Pittsburgh and the Smithsonian in 
Washington. Reprints of poems included with this interview are from Ariel, London Review of Books, and Poetry.
Alsbera: How have your experiences in Vietnam affected your writing?
1
McDonald: Flying, and a war I went to briefly, are two of about five regions that I keep prowling; they're my
background, part of what I am. I came to poetry late, as a middle-aged Air Force pilot. After some of my 
friends went off to Vietnam, and one was shot down, then another, I felt a need to say something to them, 
or about them. I was writing fiction in those years, and I turned to poems when nothing else worked; 
my first stumbling attempts were like letters to the dead, or to someone unable to hear, like a poem I 
wrote for my little daughter, when I got my own orders to Vietnam.
Since 1970, I have never set out to write a flying poem, though, or a West Texas poem. I take whatever 
comes and then try to see if with hard work it can someday become a poem. I agree with the truism that 
the poems we want to write are already there, inside us—the regions we own, or which own us.
A friend told me he can't stop writing about the war and wishes he could—but war poems keep coming. 
I never went through what he did, but I can't squeeze off the flow, either—although I never intend to 
write about Vietnam or the guilt of surviving. Since coming back, I have never intended to write poems 
about a locale, a person, or an experience of any kind.
I’m open to anything, when I'm trying to find a poem-an image, a phrase, a word. Usually, a trickle of 
words will come that intrigue me, and I plunk them into the keyboard as fast as my fingers can go. All 
poems are little fictions, and most often they take hours of hard work; but sometimes one comes 
suddenly, like a gift. Happy poems—upbeat, affirmative-have come during times of crisis; and haunted 
poems, the darker glimpses, have come some days when I was giddy or even just staying alive, when 
nothing particularly good or ill was happening to me.
I don't write with an idea or a plot in mind. I simply don't write that way. I never know if I'll be writing 
about hunting or holding a grandchild high overhead until I'm into a first draft. I never know what will 
come of those first words, or if anything will. If a first draft surprises me, I'll work on it again and again, 
through dozens of drafts. But after Vietnam, that's the way every poem I've published has begun.
Alsberg: What are the advantages of narrative poetry? Any disadvantages?
McDonald: Skills that I applaud in poems are a grasp of the vivid, a sense of timing, and the ways the poet urges
herself toward discoveries that make poems worth a reader’s time. I suppose the appeal of narrative 
poems is summed up in the old saying, "Tell me a story, Daddy." For me, whatever a poem's about, unless 
it has some discovery and a sense of wonder, it misfires. "No surprise in the writer," Frost said, "no 
surprise in the reader."
One of the best ways to share excitement and discover insights is through narrative, a cumulative story. 
What draws me into a poem is more than story, though; it's juxtaposition of details and delightful sounds 
in a compelling rhythm.
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"I got a million of 'em ," singers say. There must be that many definitions of poetry; here’s one more: A 
poem is a little fiction that unfolds through language both hauntingly pleasurable and disturbing. It 
delights and reassures through shared emotions and familiar insights newly told, and shocks or provokes 
into rich awareness by earned but stunning closure.
A rhymed lyric poem is vulnerable to simple sing-song rhythm and rhyme, and the flab of abstractions 
included just to keep the meter or to match the rhyme. A good lyric poem is more than a catalog of claims. 
The best poems yoke images together in unusual, unexpected ways--flints struck together to make fire. 
Such discoveries are the delights that a poem can give—a resonance that lingers, and that—in the best 
poems-takes our breath away.
A good narrative poet resists the impulse to tell us too much stuff about the story, waxing wordy with 
decorative digressions, like daily conversations. Story is important, and rhythm, and clanging or 
soothing sounds-but most of all, in a few syllables we need more than catalogs, more than facts; we need 
to be stunned. The power of any poem is in images and sounds and a rhythm that feels different from 
prose, without being either tedious or a simple sing-song rhythm and rhyme.
Alsberg: How do you choose diction for a particular poem?
McDonald: At the start, I don't worry about the taste of words or the feel of rhythm. Writing is a wild adventure, and
I'm just trying to spook up a poem, trying to lasso something curious and gripping to drag kicking and 
screaming back to save on the screen. Later is time enough to trade and whittle words, trying to find the 
"right word, not its second cousin." Revision is more a matter of feel and taste than intellect: Does this 
word feel right, here? Is there something clunky about it, some misleading connotation? Does the 
language excite m e-or is it merely filler? Hemingway said writers need built-in, shock-proof detectors, 
to help them know when something's not quite right. Lacking that, I labor a lot. Revision is exciting 
work-much more than half the fun of writing.
In a real sense, I write to find something to rewrite. Often, that means dismantling the scaffolding, 
discovering which words or stanzas I can delete. Rewriting is also like tinkering with an old outboard 
motor that won't start, or coughs and sputters; sometimes, I take whole stanzas apart and put them back 
in the poem, tugging the cord until at last it starts.
In a way, writing a poem is simply taking something you know—something everyone knows—and singing 
about it in your own different, hopefully interesting way. By "singing" I mean such things as surprising 
combinations of words and images, sounds and rhythm--an emotional experience different from the 
familiar monotone of cliches. Poetry is contact with others who value the heart's good notions, and who 
say "Yes" to the thrill of words which jump through hoops.
Some poems make every word count; the images are stunning, vivid and sensuous. We see and believe the 
lines. The poem is an intense experience; it doesn't merely tell us about something. There's a difference 
between language that is utilitarian—merely for information—and language that tries to pack the 
maximum pleasure in the words.
Utilitarian language is explosive, useful but going outward and gone, like a puff of smoke (e.g., yesterday's 
newspaper, or instructions for assembling a toy). Emotional language is implosive (e.g., poetry, fiction, 
and powerful non-fiction prose). Emotional language doubles back on itself, or implodes, for maximum 
pleasure-sounds, rhythms, images that conjure our deepest emotions. The best writers do that several 
times a season, like good batters in the major leagues.
Here are some other common-sense reminders I tell myself:
Poetry is nouns and verbs; adjectives and adverbs usually make poetry into prose. Another secret of poetry 
is rhythm; rhythm separates the men from the boys. Another is that you must compress. Poetry is a 
compact, compressed language. A poem is as powerful for what it doesn't say, as for what it says. 
Every word should earn its own way; think of Michelangelo chipping away all the marble which wasn't 
David. I pretend I have to pay $715 per word, and pretend I'm on a tight budget. If you're lucky and don't 
need them, crutches slow you down. Nine times out of ten, adjectives and adverbs are crutches.
I have to work hard and often on compression and rhythm, -and intensity. My first drafts often have too 
many easy words, too many adjectives, too many prose-like explanations or editorial comments. That's 
a necessary thing to do, in early drafts; but I try to delete the talky words, so that lines will bristle with 
tension. Alchemy-turning base abstractions into better m etal-not only works, in writing; it's essential. 
I tell myself to squeeze out the unnecessary words, for the last drop of power. I try hard not to talk at all. 
That's a goal I never fully reach, but to do less is to aim too low.
I choose simple words and try to let what I'm saying sound natural. Words of many syllables are weak, like 
swinging at a baseball with a willow switch. I like a poem that uses a baseball bat for more impact-strong, 
simple words, a clear poem, with a more direct way of saying. The power of language is in the single­
syllable words, and vivid specific images-not in vague, intellectualized abstractions.
Writing is not a natural act, but has to be learned and learned. I remind myself to appeal to the senses. 
Poems with too many abstractions and not enough specifics usually tell us about something, but don't 
move us as much as they could. General and abstract statements are easy to say, and usually flat. 
They don't show; they tell.
Imagine friends stepping out into the hall and seeing something vivid and specific, then coming back into 
your room and summarizing all the specific, sensuous details they saw in abstract, general statements: 
"He was a distinguished-looking man." "She looked angry." "He had a strange way of fixing his hair."
I understand these claims-but I don't feel them as richly as I wish I could. I urge myself to reach, to work 
hard-no t to sit like a couch potato, comfortable with the easy abstractions of my mind's first draft. 
Abstractions and generalizations are like chunks of lead tossed on a pond of water-- "the art of sinking in 
poetry." Abstractions are hired assassins; they’re paid to hold you hostage, to keep you bound to your 
couch, in house arrest. They don't want you to travel, to see the vivid images of other regions; they hope 
you won't discover what you're missing.
Of course, it's easier to tell someone what we mean than to grapple with language for images, for what 
Eliot called the "objective correlative." The emotional equivalent of feelings and ideas is a goal we 
probably can't ever reach; but intentionally to do less is too easy.
Louis Simpson said the goal of poetry "is to make words disappear. "Usually, we look through the glass of 
a window to see through the glass, not to focus on the spots or streaks. It would be easy to say "I'm awed 
by the majesty of the universe. " But Whitman found a detail that says that-w ithout saying that—in 
"When I Heard the Learn'd Astronomer":
Till rising and gliding out I wander'd off by myself,
In the mystical moist night-air, and from time to time,
Looked up in perfect silence at the stars.
When Pound wrote, "Go in fear of abstractions," he said nothing new, laid down no new law, but spoke only 
the old advice, the obvious. No one I know says "Don't ever use abstractions," but simply "Go in fear of 
abstractions. "To make chili, I don't drop a three pound round steak in the pot; my wife and I grind round 
steak into chunks of chili meat; in like manner, I like a line of poetry that has details that move me, not 
abstractions I merely ponder.
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Most general statements and abstractions are jailers. They are stiff-necked impostors on guard duty in 
our writing rooms. They are cynics, failures of the imagination; they envy our successes; they want us to 
fail. They hope writing won't delight us, that we won't discover wonderful and exciting images and details 
that will delight our readers. They know Robert Frost was right: "No surprise in the writer, no surprise 
in the reader. "Abstractions don't want us to move our readers. Abstractions are our captors, and they 
work without pay, because they hate poems. They hope we'll lose faith in ourselves; they want us to quit 
writing, and let them sleep.
Vivid details are keys to freedom. I try to trust sensuous details to release first drafts from the traps of easy 
cliches and vague and flabby writing. What excites me about rewriting is trying to muscle-up early drafts 
of poems with combinations of details that surprise me.
Plain old indulgence is always a temptation: that is, lowering my standards, my goals--being easy on 
myself, winking at mediocre lines, thinking That's good enough. I try to slam abstractions down and 
stomp them; kick, stab them to death, and gouge out their eyes. If they still crawl up my legs and bless 
me like the air I breathe, then 1 let them stay. I do the same for awkward line breaks, easy adverbs and 
neutral nouns; I try to roll up my sleeves and pound a five-pound axe down into hardwood. I yearn to make 
it blaze. I hold up a poem to the fire and try to burn away all chaff, all that isn't poem.
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Alsberg: When did you first become interested in writing, and why?
McDonald: A few years ago, my wife and 1 bumped into an old friend from the Air Force. He asked me why I started
writing poems. We had been talking about years ago when we flew together--the dog fights in the sky, 
night flights under stars and in bad weather, the thunderstorms we had flown around, and through. I said 
well, maybe a little of all of that turned me to poem s-or probably all of it.
1 came to poetry late. Before Vietnam, I had tried nothing but fiction. In the 1960's when I studied fiction 
writing under R.V. Cassill and Vance Bourjaily at Iowa, I didn't have sense enough to even want to take the 
poetry workshop, so I'm always playing catch-up.
In 1977, after a sixth attempt at writing novels, I turned to poems with the energy I once poured into 
fiction--stumbling apprentice work, but finding a few poems before 1983 which made me think someday, 
maybe. I had published only a couple hundred poems by then, so almost all of my poems--more than 1,600 
published ones--have come in the last fifteen years.
When did writing first interest me? I think back to my earliest memories of language, my earliest 
thrills over words. I must have been three or four, no more than five: 1 was allowed to visit my 
grandmother--Granny, we called her--no more than once a day. She lay in bed, propped up, and read to 
me from a big book the most amazing stories-Samson; Daniel in the lions' den; and a boy named David 
who grew up to be king--and I was hooked on language a year before I knew she was lying there dying of 
cancer.
Then, in the first grade, Miss Crump brought a man to class--a man in buckskin, in moccasins without 
socks, a huge feather-headdress that fell all the way to the floor. That man began telling stories, and I had 
never heard such things. Magic! Like all the others in that winter classroom, I sat there hearing the most 
amazing tales, thrilled out of my mind, believing every word. I don't even know his name. But I'll never 
forget the splendor of it all.
I started college as an agriculture major, but all I really wanted to do was fly. I liked to read and kept taking 
literature courses until I had enough for an English major. I took a master's degree while waiting for my 
assignment to pilot training in the Air Force. As a young pilot, when I applied to teach English at the Air 
Force Academy, all I wanted to do was hang around some of the best-used language in the world, some of
the most moving, exciting words I'd ever heard--and to share them with others. I started writing 
stories, and the Air Force sent me to the University of Iowa for a doctorate, the best of two worlds—reading 
and writing all week, and flying on weekends.
It seems like such a short time since I propped on my elbows and listened to my Granny reading verses 
like magic, in words I barely understood. It seems so few days since I sat spellbound and heard a Chief tell 
stories so exciting that my classmates and I screamed and clapped until our hands stung.
I feel lucky that for a little while, before the golden bowl breaks and the silver cord snaps, I get to hang 
around words and see what happens-my students' words, and words that spin off my own fingertips. What 
writer doesn't want to move us to tears or chills or hugs or laughter? Who doesn't want to pass along a 
thrill like that?
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Alsberg: Which writers have influenced you most?
McDonald: James Dickey, Richard Hugo, James Wright, Theodore Roethke--and other poets with strong imagery and
stories and sense of driving rhythm and powerful, compelling sounds. Earlier writers I admired even 
before trying to write poems were Frost & Whitman; Hemingway and Faulkner; Tennyson (especially 
"Ulysses") and Robert Browning; John Donne and Yeats; Joseph Heller and Thomas Wolfe. In the last two 
decades, I've discovered with wonder hundreds of other amazing poets. What a rich time to be alive and 
reading. I served as poetry editor for the Texas Tech University for twenty years and read voraciously, and 
loved every month.
Decades ago, in college, someone told me that T.S. Eliot was the poet; so when I began trying to write 
poems, I assumed that was the way it was done, and struggled along under a yoke of literary allusion. My 
crude understanding of the art was to blame. Reading widely in contemporary poetry gave me the 
excitement by the mid-1970's to get started toward how I write, now.
Alsberg: Does your geographical location affect your poetry in any way?
McDonald: Yes, yes. A wonderful question. I discover poems from the regions I own—or which own me. I think a
writer finds at least one region to keep coming back to. It may be a place--Robert Frost’s New England, 
for example, or James Wright's Ohio, or Eudora Welty's Mississippi; or in my case, Texas. A poet keeps 
prowling a certain region until he or she begins to settle it, homestead and live on it, and eventually own 
it.
By "region" I don't mean simply geography--but regions of the mind, a cluster of images or obsessions that 
a writer draws on over and over, for poems. When writers accept their regions, they can discover a mother- 
lode of images. Every poem is a metaphor of how it feels to someone to be alive at that time, at that place. 
I didn't write many poems before 1 came back from Vietnam, so I may be wrong; but 1 think that's what 
poems become.
Accepting my native region into my poems has been the best thing for me, as a writer. When my first book 
was published--mainly those early poems about Vietnam--Donald Justice asked, "Where's Texas in your 
poems, Walt?" I didn't know; I had never thought about it. But I started looking around and, sure enough, 
I began to feel the call of that wild, semi-arid West Texas which I knew better than I knew our adopted 
states of Iowa and Colorado, better than Vietnam.
I discovered that it's okay to write about native soil. Poems could be more than what I needed to say. For 
years, 1 had not considered this world to be my home. But I let down my bucket in a plains region doomed 
to dry up and found all sorts of water, all sorts of poems, even if I could live to write for forty years in this 
suddenly fabulous desert.
What keeps me going back to the keyboard day after day is a simple faith that words will show me the way. 
For a while, I feel totally ignorant; I have no idea what's coming. I like that silence: I can feel hair rise on 
my neck when I type a phrase that intrigues m e-a sense of immediate complicity, as if the words and I are 
up to something. For me, writing is act of radical faith, like witching for water, and work is the dowser's 
twig. I called an early book Witching on Hardscrabble. After Vietnam, finding images like water in this 
suddenly fabulous desert where I live thrills and sustains me. Every day is grace.
I'm not drawn to travelogues or history lessons in poetry as fiercely as I am to poems and stories about 
matters a writer has roamed, homesteaded, and owns: Frost's New England, for instance, or Ted Kooser's 
and Bill Kloefkom's Nebraska, Andrew Hudgins' South, the intense glimpses into Emily Dickinson's 
predicaments, and Tim O'Brien's soldiers and the things they carried.
What we see is part of what we become. I never worry about finding subjects or running out of poems. The 
subjects come; it's just that simple. If I rejected a draft simply because I had written about West Texas 
before, or Vietnam, then I would never have kept blundering on in blissful ignorance and faith until I 
discovered--and revised time and again-the poems in my latest book Counting Survivors and the 
hundreds I've written since then.
For example: I called my twelfth collection The Digs in Escondido Canyon-b u t "Escondido Canyon” is a 
place only in the sense that it's a region in my mind, and in some of my poems. There may well be one or 
more actual canyons by that name, but none that I've written about.
Poems are little fictions, as freely invented as short stories are--at least the way I write, they are--and 
Escondido is one of dozens of places I've made up, adapted from dozens of canyons I've seen and 
imagined. I don’t remember when I first tinkered with the phrase, but probably I liked the sound, the taste 
of the sounds in the context of a poem; also, I liked the meaning, "hidden" canyon, something that has to 
be looked for, on the plains.
It's part of the imagined landscape (rooted of course in my native West Texas) that I keep prowling for 
images. The canyon I have in mind is on no map, other than one which changes from poem to poem; I 
couldn't drive you to a spot and say 'There's the hidden canyon I wrote about.'
I've never thought of myself as a chronicler. I'm open to the facts of my lifetime and the areas I know, but 
I don't set out to chronicle them. The way I write precludes th a t-a  poem at a time, discovering the game 
of the poem as I go along, finding whatever intrigues me. After writing for a few years, some things Frost 
said in "The Figure a Poem Makes" made a great deal of sense to me: "Like a piece of ice on a hot stove the 
poem must ride on its own melting." And "It finds its own name as it goes." And "Step by step the 
wonder of unexpected supply keeps growing. "
Except for a few fumbling attempts before I went overseas, I have never set out to record a time and place- 
mot in a single poem. Even in those early elegies about friends killed or missing in action, I intuitively 
invented, and so even those are poems, not biographies. I never expect to write about family or any events 
I've witnessed. Only later, looking back at poems about West Texas or Colorado or wherever they've been 
set, I've nodded in recognition of something in the poems similar to things I've done or places and events 
I ve known--but always with liberty, license, wild abandon to invent whatever I'm writing.
A friend taught me to claim my own regions, which are all I'll ever have of God's plenty on this earth. 
There s an old saying: If Texas is your region, it's your region. "So I write about what I know, about what 
intrigues me—family, and my native region, flying, the Rocky Mountains where we lived for years, and still, 
sometimes, a war. Accepting Texas into my poems has been the best thing for me, as a writer. This way 
of writing works for me, and so I'll ride it the way I would ride an only, ugly horse—as far as it will take me.
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Alsberg: To what extent is your work autobiographical?
When we write stories and poems from our own regions, I think we find what we really want to say. If 
you're like me, you'll look back from time to time and admit gladly that you've been prowling your best 
regions—sometimes your deepest obsessions and desires, sometimes the most haunting memories of your 
life.
McDonald: I like how the dictionary defines a poem--"a made thing" (think of that: a made-up thing). Always, I'm
writing poems, not autobiography. In the sense that poems expose some of my interests, obsessions, the 
regions of the mind I keep prowling, sure. But almost only in that sense. Some details are closer to the 
facts of my life than others, and biographical criticism assumes a mirror between art and life. But it isn't 
so. The details, not even the highs and lows of my life, aren't there in the poems, except coincidentally. 
I do not feel that poetry--or fiction--is a way of conveying my own facts to a reader so that he or she will 
say "Wow, you mean you actually did that?" Experience is valuable for what it is; then the writing takes 
over. I'm not there, frank and undisguised, in a poem or a short story. The persona is there, but not the 
actual person I was, or what I did--not the actual pilot, or a real boy leaping from trees ("Summer 
Nights," in Witching on Hardscrabble).
I write to find something I didn’t know I would find. A friend asked me not long ago if all those uncles in 
my poems are really my uncles. He grinned, aware it was like the naive query, "Is that a real poem or did 
you just make it up?" Half wisecrack, the way friends talk, I said, "Yes, every one of them--and I can't wait 
to invent some more. Any similarity between my poems and any part of my past or present is strictly 
coincidental, freely exaggerated, and factually unreliable.
The temptation is to take someone's poem as a diary entry. I write about flying and Texas, Colorado, 
family, and a war, for those are what stock my pantry with images. But my scraps of paper don't add up 
to a life. Poems are games, invented, and I play them the best I can--and that license in itself leads me 
away from autobiography. The fun is in the discovery. If the words work, if others say 'yes' to bleak faith, 
or to the joy of a child winning a race, what a thrill that is for me, what a good feeling.
I believe in the possibilities of the imagination, and I'm amazed by what can be made up, or discovered. 
Poetry is not autobiography, but art; not merely facts of our actual lives, but invention; not confession, 
but creation. Creative writing means discovery of poems we wouldn't have found if we hadn't begun to 
write. If we rely only on facts that "really happened," we're limiting ourselves, writing only with "the left 
brain. "We might come up with a poem, but it's like trying to drill for oil with a cork screw, like trying 
to dig for gold with a plastic spoon, like searching for Noah's lost ark or the wreckage of Amelia 
Ehrhart's plane by reading essays about them.
There’s a surprising difference between writing accurately about facts and events that "really happened" 
vs. imaginative or creative writing. I believe in the possibilities of discovery, the rich and undiscovered 
oil fields and gold mines of the imagination--that reservoir of all we've ever experienced, heard about, or 
read, seen in movies, or glimpsed, all of it jumbled together and waiting to be found. Down there--buried 
inside us--are regions we haven't touched for years or decades, or ever, except in hopes or dreams or 
nightmares. Those are the bits and remnants of all we've taken in--the lost cities of Atlantis, the 
elephants' graveyard, the forgotten playgrounds and bone yards of our lives. Down there under the 
pressure and heat of living are the images we need for making poems--some of them already diamonds, 
most of them coal waiting to stoke the furnace--and gushers of oil that would drive our imaginations' 
engines longer than we could write.
I try as much as I can to make every poem an experience to feel. If it's about flying, I try to open the 
experience so that people who read it can nod their heads and say, "Yes! I see. I've been there. "Many of 
the first poems I remember liking early on were persona poems or dramatic monologues: Tennyson's
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"Ulysses," several by Robert Browning, Eliot's Prufrock; later on, James Dickey's "The Lifeguard." When 
I began-what else?-I aped my betters. But even from the start, I never planned to write a persona poem. 
Sometimes in the process, I found that the voice wasn't Walt's, but Caliban's, or Goliath's, or a soldier's 
I called "Fawkes" ("Interview with a Guy Named Fawkes, U.S. Army," in Caliban in Blue).
Over time, I began to realize that every poem is an invention, a made (and made-up) thing. That's the 
wonder of writing poems, for me: every poem is personal, yes--but every poem is also a persona poem, a 
little fiction. When I ran across what James Dickey said about the possibilities of invention and metaphor 
and voice, I felt liberated, thrilled that what I had been doing on my own seemed somehow extremely valid. 
As far as I'm concerned, Dickey was right, and his insights about these aspects are brilliant.
When the persona is there in a poem, and the mask is in place, the lyric and narrative can work; but the 
actual person I am is not there in the poem, or what I did. Nothing could matter less. My task as a writer 
is to try writing so vividly that readers will feel it was this way, had to be this way, it was sure enough this 
way for them, when they read the poem. I think the duty of a writer is to be interesting and clear, and in 
that sense to build a bridge-but it's a bridge between a poem that feels real and the reader, not between 
the poet's real life and the reader. I check a writer's bio. notes (if they, too, aren't fiction) for that.
I remember my father's old spurs and a pair of chaps so stiff the leather was brittle as old parchment. 1 
was born hearing about cowboys and cattle, sandstorms and blue northers that drove the livestock to 
barbed wire fences where they froze. When my mother married my father, he was a working cowboy with 
five borrowed dollars in his pocket, and he took her in a borrowed buggy out to the ranch to a shack near 
the bunkhouse, and the foreman's wife was her only female friend for years.
A cowboy who had eaten more trail dust than I had walked on, my daddy despised dime novels that prattled 
and paraded cowboys as heroes, gunslingers, with nifty codes of honor like King Arthur's knights. Even 
though my daddy's middle name was Arthur, he told me why he disliked fiction-so fake, nothing at all like 
the cowboys he bunked with, the foremen he worked for. Over the years, I challenged and pushed him with 
questions about the old days; and he told me, grudgingly, without venom, about hard work and boredom 
and little pay. I was relieved to hear about the squalor and boredom, of course, for I envied his years of 
freedom on horseback, and secretly feared that his stories would be even more heroic than novels which 
I devoured, trapped in a dusty town called Lubbock on the plains.
Without the influence of cowboys, without my father's brittle chaps and my own first pair of spurs, I would 
never have found hundreds of the poems I've come to. The pervasive influence of the cowboy is a 
concept I never heard until I was twenty, but it was in my bones from the start like calcium from 
Mother's milk. Born to this culture, who hasn't been touched by the myth of the cowboy?
Only yesterday, it seems, my daddy (who has been dead for more than twenty years) drove us back 
through barren ranch land where the magic for our family had all begun. I remember those rocks and 
cactus, those purple mesas. I grew up in Texas during World War II, and cowboys and pilots were my 
heroes. I ran across a thousand acres of ranch land pocked with prairie-dog holes, flying models of P-51 
Mustangs and British Spitfires. I left Texas and became a pilot, and years later I turned to poems.
Now, cowboys and flying combine in my poems no one would ever call "cowboy poetry. " But without the 
pervasive influence of the cowboy, of growing up broke in West Texas, of marrying the darling of my life 
and adopting three babies we adore, I doubt that I would have done more than that first, stumbling book 
of war poems. Now, memories of cowboys and wings keep coming back--sometimes when I least expect 
them. And when I write, memories enter-but warped and set free by imagination, and sometimes I get 
a poem that says what I didn't even know I needed to say.
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Alsberg: Should poetry be rich in figurative language? Do figures of speech ever become excessive? If so, how and
when?
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McDonald: Figurative language is fun, in and of itself-and that's the pitfall. It's easy to fall in love with a metaphor
and ride it until you go offstage and outside the theater, far beyond the modest stage of a poem. (See what 
I mean?) If I didn't like hanging around words to see what might happen, I wouldn't give up so much time, 
writing. Sometimes, a simile or hyperbole or metaphor is so much fun I play with it too long; one duty 
of revision is to hunt it down and kill it, if it doesn't work in the poem but is little more than indulgence. 
When I don't root it out, when it comes back from a friend or editor--or, worse, if it gets published--I'm 
embarrassed.
I like a poem with invented details and unexpectedly appropriate figures of speech that show us how it feels 
to be in this experience. In a poem, I don't like to be told about a condition, or hear that a person is 
enduring hardships or joy; rather, I respond to rich details that make me feel whatever the writer is up 
to. A merely decorative figure usually detracts, so I admire a writer who intensifies every line so that 
reading the poem is a breathless, vivid experience. Sometimes, a figure of speech starts to upstage the 
poem, like a precocious kid at a wedding. A poem isn't the place for self-indulgence. Spotting one of these 
merely decorative images is one of the hardest proofreading chores that I know.
Writing a first draft is like going out into the wilds with a net and flinging it over anything wild, 
dragging it kicking and screaming back into captivity. In second and tenth and later drafts, I try to tame 
the beast--or, better, groom it, let it become the best beast it can be. I try to find the right word, not its 
second cousin. I cull and toss out whatever's not the beast. I want it to jump rope and sing, to jump 
through hoops, sprout wings and fly. There, I've done it again; it's easy to get carried away by the fun of 
a figure of speech.
But good poetry takes risks, is always in danger of excess. Poetry is hyperbole, exaggeration--extravagant 
claims said persuasively. The evidence for those claims is images packed tightly in language that 
manipulates us--driving, compelling rhythms crammed with images to bombard the senses, and sounds 
that repeat and surprise and induce trust in us like music, wild and exactly right insights at the end of 
stanzas and at the close of poems, to surprise and delight us, to make us as wise as we want to be.
Whitman, for example, claiming:
"What I assume, you shall assume.
Divine am I inside and out, and I make holy whatever I touch."
("Song of Myself"]
"The only emperor is the emperor of ice-cream," Wallace Stevens insisted.
["The Emperor of Ice-cream"]
John Donne made this extravagant appeal to God:
"Take me to You, imprison me, for I,
Except You enthrall me, never shall be free,
Nor ever chaste, except You ravish me."
["Holy Sonnet 14")
And Father Hopkins declared,
"The world is charged with the grandeur of God.
It will flame out, like shining from shook foil."
("God's Grandeur"]
Alsberg: How important is the first word in a line of poetry?
McDonald: The common wisdom is that every word is crucial, and of course that's so. But in almost every line, some
spring-loaded word or phrase needs to jolt us with unexpected emotion. It may be the first word or phrase, 
but I think it usually comes later in the line.
Alsberg: To what extent do you employ meter in your poetry?
I believe the first word in a line of poetry is not as important as the first important word; we'll stress or 
emphasize the first important word, automatically. Even the first noun or verb won't necessarily be 
crucial. What makes hair rise on the back of the neck may be the third or eighth word. What matters in 
a line is that something in it insists, tugs us along, pleasures us then and there while promising that more 
awaits--so we keep reading.
The first word or phrase of a line is like the lead-off batter in baseball. The punch comes in the ideal poem 
or ballgame when the clean-up hitter delivers power with a grand slam in the ninth. For example: the end 
of "When I Heard the Leam'd Astronomer" touched me in high school and still does, decades later-not 
because of the first words of the closing lines, but what they lead to:
Till rising and gliding out I wander'd off by myself,
In the mystical moist night-air, and from time to time,
Looked up in perfect silence at the stars.
We could ruin even a good poem with one deft flick of the pen—like this, for instance: "Looked up in perfect 
silence at the firmament, "[or " ...  in perfect silence at the magnificent secrets of the universe. "The worst 
thing a reader could say at the end of a poem would be, "Okay; next." Ah, but Whitman ended the line, and 
the poem, "in perfect silence at the stars." That's where the ball goes sailing 400' out of the park.
Father Hopkins would probably contend for the theological importance of the word "Because" that 
starts the next-to-last line in his wonderful poem "God's Grandeur":
And though the last lights off the black West went,
Oh, morning at the brown brink eastward,springs- 
Because the Holy Ghost over the bent 
World broods with warm breast and with ah! bright wings.
I wouldn't disagree with his theology; but, for me, the final impact of the poem--the emotional power of 
the sonnet-comes later in each line and especially at the end of the poem's closure. All roads lead to 
Rome, they used to say. In a good poem, all rhymes, line breaks, first words of lines, and all images work 
like a first-place team in October; all of them lead and build to the last few words, the last couple of sounds. 
When that works, a poem is as much fun for me as any crack of the bat in the ninth.
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McDonald: Another good question, and my answer has varied, over the decades. As a reader, I respond more to a lean,
hard-driving or compelling rhythm that's almost accentual (Hopkins' "spring rhythm" is an extreme 
example) than to a dull use of traditional accentual-syllabic meters, laden with abstractions as filler and 
with forced or tired rhymes. But ah, when English prosody works, what a wonder.
I began in traditional meter, then spent years trying to muscle-up the kinds of free verse I liked to read. 
In recent years, I've worked about half and half on rhyme and unrhymed poems. In rhymed poems, I'm 
trying to keep much of the strength and ease of free-verse rhythms, although I work often with traditional 
forms, also, learning the craft from the beginning, in a sense. I'm still tinkering with meter, adapting, 
working hard for hours with rhythm.
I'm sometimes asked, "Do poems in forms have to pay as much attention to line breaks and diction as 'free- 
verse poems do:' In other words, "What standards do you hold formal poems to--in terms of line breaks, 
compression, and intensity of language?" Well, the answers are simple: the same high standards, the same 
impossible goals, in terms of rhythm; sounds; the compact, incantatory power of language; vivid and 
appropriate imagery; clarity, and resonance. To aim for less is too easy.
A villanelle already presumes that what it repeats, in a narrow, limited range, is worthwhile. Every new 
sonnet promises it'll be worth our time, a new thing, new wine in old wineskins. A long poem (whether 
meditative, narrative, or experimental, like "The Waste Land," "Howl," or "Middle Passage")-already 
presumes a great deal on a reader's time, attention span, and effort. If anything, a formal poem, or a long 
poem, should be more intense, better crafted, than a poem of ten irregular lines that don't rhyme.
What would we say to someone who justifies an awkward line break by protesting, "But this is a sonnetl" 
Pound said, "A poem should be at least as well written as good prose. " Yes, and I think a sonnet should 
be at least as well written as good free verse. How would we respond to someone who refuses to pay his 
taxes because he's buying a Rolex; or robs a convenience store or mugs a little old lady, and protests, "But 
I need the money for a parking meter" or "to enter the good-citizen contest"? There comes a time when 
the end doesn't justify the means. Beer in a mug or a thermos tastes flat if you cut it with water. 
Accountability: that's the key. Keats told Shelley: "Load every rift with ore."
I'm drawn to form, the "sound and sense" of any made thing. Haven't we all read tons of bad poems in the 
form of sonnets and sestinas and blank verse, and tons of bad prose chopped up to look like poems? Isn't 
there a thrill when we read a poem so well made that simple words explode?
Writing any new poem is exciting and daunting and demands enormous ignorance and faith. What keeps 
me going back to the keyboard day after day is a simple faith that words will show me the way. For a while, 
I feel totally ignorant; I have no idea what's coming. I like that silence: I can feel hair rise on my neck 
when I type a phrase that intrigues me—a sense of immediate complicity, as if the words and I are up to 
something.
The last two years have been especially invigorating, for I've often left familiar ways to launch out into 
forms. I'm aware of risks, but surprisingly excited. Now, of about 300 poems in circulation, about half 
are rhymed. I still respond to the vigor of good free verse rhythms, but it's also exciting for an old dog 
to be going back where 1 began, and learning how all over again.
Walter McDonald will be the featured writer at the Seventeenth Annual Westviezv Writers' Festival, 
October 22, 1998 at 4:00 p.m. at the Southwestern Oklahoma State University Conference Center, 
Weatherford, Oklahoma.
Westview subscribers and their friends are especially welcome.
Admission is free.
For more information please call Fred Alsburg at (580) 774-3168
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